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Clinton said Friday that former President Bill Clinton's race for the Democratic nomination in the
2016 election was "a distraction" from the "real issues" that have existed throughout their marriage.
Speaking at the Defending Democratic Institutions Summit, Clinton said they "struggled with" their
problems in the home. "I think it's time to acknowledge that Bill has been a really good and loyal
husband and father for 25 years," she said. "I'm not going to comment on it, I feel the same way."
ADVERTISEMENT "It's been a distraction for the American people. This election should be about the
real issues, and not about Bill Clinton," the former first lady continued. Chelsea Clinton was
speaking about the allegations of sexual abuse from Juanita Broaddrick, who has said Bill Clinton
raped her in 1978. Bill Clinton has categorically denied the allegations, and allies have said the
former president will discuss the incidents in a memoir he will release in the fall. "My husband will
not be a candidate, and I'll do whatever I can for my daughter, whoever gets the nomination, to
become the next president," Chelsea Clinton said.Dating online mzansi 29-Dec-2016 07:14 What
follows is a short history of online dating and a slight guide for online dating in South Africa. Before
the days of the web, our dating life was like going to the old-fashioned corner dating bar, waiting for
the right guy to walk in and ask us out. Nowadays, with the Internet revolutionizing everything that
comes under the category of "dating," we've seen a difference in the way dating has become for all
South Africans. We are so used to texting, dating websites and online dating that often we forget
that there are still, like dating bars, a number of serious dating websites in South Africa. South
Africa has close to 12 million Internet users, with the majority being young adults. There are also an
increasing number of resources available to the adult population as well as the elderly. We have
identified the most important online dating resources available for South Africans.
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